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Abstract This chapter provides an in-depth account of current research activities
and applications in the field of Speech Technology (ST). It discusses technical, sci-
entific, commercial and societal aspects in various ST sub-fields and relates ST to the
wider areas of Natural Language Processing and Artificial Intelligence. Furthermore,
it outlines breakthroughs needed, main technology visions and provides an outlook
towards 2030 as well as a broad view of how ST may fit into and contribute to a
wider vision of Deep Natural Language Understanding and Digital Language Equal-
ity in Europe. The chapter integrates the views of several companies and institutions
involved in research and commercial application of ST.1
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1 Introduction

Speech – as the most natural manner for humans to interact with computers – has
always attracted enormous interest. Speech Technology (ST) has been a focus of
research and commercial activities over the past decades. From humble beginnings
in the 1950s, they have come a long way to current state-of-the-art approaches.

Stimulated by a shift towards statistical methods, the 1980s witnessed an era
of Hidden-Markov-Models (HMM), Gaussian-Mixture-Models (GMM) and word-
based n-gram models combined into speech recognition engines employing ever
more refined data structures and search algorithms (Jelinek 1998). The availability of
data to train these systems was limited to only a few languages, often driven by secu-
rity and commercial interest. Even then, work on neural networks (NN) was already
being carried out and viewed by many as the most promising approach. However, it
was not until later (2000s) that the availability of training data paired with advances
in algorithms and computing power finally began to unleash the full potential of NN-
based ST. Especially over the past couple of decades, ST has evolved dramatically
and become omnipresent in many areas of human-machine interaction. Embedded
into the wider fields of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Natural Language Processing
(NLP), the expansion and scope of ST and its applications have accelerated further
and gained considerable momentum. Recently, these trends were complemented by a
paradigm shift related to the rise of language models (Bommasani et al. 2021), such
as BERT (Devlin et al. 2019) or GPT-3 (Brown et al. 2020): models trained on a
broad scale, adaptable via fine-tuning and able to perform very well on a wide range
of tasks. Substantial advances in algorithms and high-performance hardware have
led to massively increased adoption and further technological improvements. With
speech and natural language forming fundamental pillars of human communication,
ST may now even be perceived as “speech-centric AI”.

With the emergence of intelligent assistants, ST has become ubiquitous, yet many
ST systems can only cope with restricted domains and can be used only with the
most widely spoken languages. For languages with a low number of speakers, ST
systems are still all but absent or severely limited in their scope. Recent advances in
Machine Learning (ML) and ST have begun to enable the creation of models also for
such less well-resourced languages. However, these approaches are generally more
complex, expensive and less suitable for wide adoption. While recently presented
results indicate that novel approaches could indeed be applied to address some of
the challenges related to low-resourced languages, the scope of their application and
inherent limitations are still the subject of ongoing research (Lai et al. 2021).

STs have been investigated and researched in their own right. However, their full
potential often only becomes evident when combinedwith further technologies form-
ing intelligent systems capable of complex interaction, encompassing a diverse set
of contexts and spanning multiple modalities. To the casual user, individual compo-
nents then become blurred and almost invisible with one overall application acting
as the partner within an activity which may otherwise be carried out together with
a fellow human being. In this setting, the aggregation of technologies goes beyond
narrow and highly specialised systems towards combined and complex systems, pro-
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viding a notion of a more general and broader kind of intelligence. Speech and lan-
guage, as the most natural vehicles for humans to communicate with machines, thus
become the gatekeepers to and core of a broader kind of AI.

1.1 Scope of this Deep Dive

The scope of this deep dive encompasses a wide range of STs including language
identification, speaker recognition, automatic speech recognition, technologies ad-
dressing paralinguistic phenomena as well as text-to-speech. It gathers and synthe-
sises the perspectives of European research and industry stakeholders on the current
state of affairs, identifies several main gaps affecting the field, outlines a number of
breakthroughs required and presents the technological vision and development goals
for the next years. In line with the other deep dives in this book, we adopt a multidi-
mensional approach where both market/commercial as well as research perspectives
are considered and concentrate on the following aspects: technologies, models, data,
applications and the impact of ST on society. The tendency for the combination of
technologies intomore powerful systems, encompassing several individual technolo-
gies and models, has become apparent and is reflected throughout this chapter.

1.2 Main Components

STs encompass technologies on the recognition as well as production side of speech.
They comprise a wide spectrum of sub-fields such as automatic speech recognition
(ASR), the identification of language or dialects, speaker recognition/identification
(SR/SID), the detection of age and gender, emotions, paralinguistic traits and the
production of synthesised speech (often called text-to-speech).

2 State-of-the-Art and Main Gaps

2.1 State-of-the-Art

Traditional ASR systems consist of components for audio pre-processing, an acous-
tic model, a pronunciation model as well as a language model defined over units of
a lexicon. Within a search algorithm, these elements are combined to produce the
most likely transcript given the input audio. In this scheme, models generally are of
a generative nature and optimised individually. Since the early 2000s, these compo-
nents are being replaced with deep neural networks (DNNs). This change was made
possible by advances in algorithms and models as well as the massive increase in
available training data and computing power (GPUs). As a result, word error rates
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(WERs) could be reduced considerably in many domains and languages. However,
the performance of ASR systems still varies dramatically depending on the domain
and language, with low-resource languages still exhibiting WERs resembling those
of English many years ago.

For applications in practice (“ASR in the wild”), hybrid systems combining el-
ements such as HMMs and DNNs still dominate the state of play. As such, they
can still be regarded as state-of-the-art outside of research labs. Toolkits like Kaldi
provide a sound basis for the development of systems for research as well as com-
mercial environments. Novel approaches in the area of self-supervised learning, e. g.,
Wav2Vec 2.0 by Facebook (Baevski et al. 2020), focus on leveraging vast amounts
of unlabelled data. Latent representations of audio are produced representing speech
sounds similar to (sub-)phonemes which are then fed into a Transformer network.
This approach has been shown to outperform other typical paths of semi-supervised
methods, while also being conceptually simpler to implement and execute. The pos-
sibility to employ smaller amounts of labelled data as well as being able to train
multilingual models provide strong arguments for such approaches.

Typically, ASR outputs unstructured and normalised text without punctuation
marks. This is not problematic in use-cases where the user input is short and con-
cise, e. g., when asking a question to a virtual assistant. However, when generating
transcripts for longer speech, it is crucial to restore punctuation to improve read-
ability and provide structure to the transcript. Moreover, punctuation is relevant for
further downstream tasks such as named-entity recognition (NER), part-of-speech
(POS) tagging and machine translation (MT). Recognition errors introduced by ASR
may lead to cascaded errors in these tasks, e. g., for MT (Ruiz et al. 2019).

State-of-the-art SR systems use neural networks to extract a representation (em-
bedding) for the speaker in an utterance. The input to the network typically consists
of features extracted from frames of 20-30ms, although there are also ongoing ef-
forts to take the raw waveform as an input. Embeddings are then compared in order
to decide whether they are from the same person or not. Typical NN architectures
for embedding extraction are TDNN, ResNet, or LSTM. The standard choice of
backend is a generative model: Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis (PLDA).
Recently, using cosine similarity plus an affine transform has proven to yield com-
petitive performance. An advantage of generative backends is that scoring with dif-
ferent numbers of enrolment utterances becomes trivial. In addition to variations of
the embedding extractor architecture, many recent research efforts have focused on
the training objective. If the task at hand is verification, the most intuitive manner
would be to train the extractor for this task. However, in practice, it often works bet-
ter to train the extractor for classification. That is, for a training utterance the network
should classify who among the speakers in the training set speaks in the utterance.

State-of-the-art language identification (LID) systems are based on DNNs ingest-
ing sequences of frame-level features as input, processing them and applying a pool-
ing mechanism to obtain an utterance level representation which is eventually classi-
fied. During training, this whole chain is performed in an end-to-end (E2E) fashion.
In testing, either the trained DNN is used directly for classification or the utterance
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level representations can be extracted and used in a simple backend for classification,
e. g., a Gaussian linear classifier.

In the field of Speech Emotion Recognition (SER), a wide range of methods have
been used to extract emotions from signals. Similar to other ST domains, Deep Learn-
ing is rapidly becoming the method of choice and several E2E models have been
proposed (Tang et al. 2018). Unlike ASR, these have not yet become part of our
everyday lives. To achieve this goal, SER systems require more accurately labelled
data to improve training accuracy, more powerful hardware to speed up processing,
and more powerful algorithms to improve recognition rates. In addition, further in-
sights from fields such as psychology or neurology may be required. Detecting the
cognitive states and reactions of a user is a step towards designing proactive systems
capable of adapting to the user’s needs, preferences and abilities. As in other related
ST-fields, the detection of personality traits, mood disorders, signs of depression
and other medical conditions has found its application in recent years. Techniques
based on automatic processing of the voice signal have been used for language and
cognitive assessments. These approaches provide the means for quantifying signal
properties relevant for the detection of specific pathologies. Due to the development
of automatic methods facilitating the evolving control of a wide population suffering
from Alzheimer’s disease, a number of industry applications aimed at the detection
of neurodegenerative disorders have been introduced.

Neural networks have greatly impacted the speech synthesis field by improving
the quality and naturalness of synthetic voices compared to traditional systems and
by enabling training in an E2E fashion. While traditional multi-stage pipelines are
complex and require extensive domain expertise, E2E systems reduce the complex-
ity by extracting the audio directly from the input text without requiring separate
models. E2E text-to-speech (TTS) systems have shown excellent results in terms
of audio quality and naturalness. However, they usually suffer from low training
efficiency, requiring large sets for training. Full E2E architectures have been pro-
posed, e. g., FastSpeech 2 (Ren et al. 2021). These systems produce spectrograms
from text by applying an encoder-decoder architecture that produces a latent repre-
sentation of the input text (or phonetic transcription) which is subsequently trans-
formed into spectrograms. These systems provide outstanding results in terms of the
quality and naturalness of the generated voices but require large amounts of high-
quality recordings to be trained properly. Efforts are being made to deploy these
systems for low-resource languages by improving data efficiency, applying trans-
fer learning or training multilingual models. Other areas of intense research activity
are style transfer, controllable and expressive voice generation, new efficient neural
vocoders and speaker adaptation with a reduced amount of data. Regarding expres-
sive speech synthesis, Global Style Tokens (Wang et al. 2018) represent one of the
most common approaches. It consists of a reference encoder, encoding the speech
Mel-spectrogram, and a style token layer, learning different prosodic aspects in a set
of trainable embeddings. The reference embedding is compared with each style to-
ken with the help of a sequence-to-sequence multi-head attention module, forming a
weighted sum of the style tokens called “style embedding”. This style embedding is
then concatenated to the text encoder output, thus conditioning the Mel-spectrogram
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synthesis on both text and encoded prosody of the speech. Other popular methods
include Flowtron (Valle et al. 2021), Mellotron (Valle et al. 2020), and Ctrl-P. De-
veloping high-quality synthetic voices with DNN-based techniques requires large
amounts of high-quality recordings from a single speaker. This requirement is often
difficult to fulfil, especially for minority languages and dialectal speech. The gen-
eration of new synthetic voices is also hindered by this extensive data requirement.
Efforts are being made to share data among languages and speakers in order to train
the common aspects more robustly. Multi-speaker and multi-language modelling is
a common strategy in DNN-based TTS synthesis to achieve improved voice quality
with a reduced amount of data from a single speaker. However, the quality of these
voices is not yet comparable to those obtained with large databases.

2.2 Main Gaps

While ST has found its way into a series of application fields, various important
issues have not been addressed thoroughly and remain active areas of research. In
the following, we review the main gaps and present them in the context of global
and regional business activities, requirements related to the availability of qualified
personnel, privacy and trust concerns, as well as technical and end-user perspectives.

Effects of scale – A trend towards increasingly complex E2E systems can be ob-
served in all areas of ST. Due to the extreme demand on resources, e. g., data, com-
pute, energy, or infrastructure, the construction of such models is limited to a handful
of actors. The activities to make pre-trained language models available for transfer
learning and fine-tuning and to allow others to also participate in major advances are
certainly beneficial. However, the extent of this transfer and level of control in the
hands of a few institutions poses a risk to other actors, to the market and potentially
even to innovation in the sector as a whole. Compared to the US and China, Euro-
pean players are at a stark disadvantage concerning resources, i. e., data, technology
and funding. Academic institutions risk lagging behind industrial research due to a
lack of resources and may have to rely on national initiatives to keep up.

Trained personnel and expertise – A further gap, concerning all areas of speech
processing, can be identified in the scarcity of trained personnel and expertise as
well as the risk of losing emerging talent to innovative power-players outside of
Europe (with possibilities and employment conditions which generally cannot be
matched by European players). Even in light of the democratisation of technology
and auto-ML, allowing a much broader audience to create models and deploy these
for use, respective educational programmes in speech (and NLP/LT) technologies
form the foundation for future European success in these areas and may hinder it if
not appropriately established and strengthened.

Privacy and trust – Data leaks and scandals in recent years have spurred the inter-
est of individuals as well as of policy-makers. Concerns have arisen regarding trust,
privacy, intrusion, eavesdropping, or the hidden collection and use of data. These
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concerns have been recognised by many actors but are only addressed to a very lim-
ited extent, as they often counteract commercial interests.

Technical perspectives – The focus of many ST fields on rather constrained con-
ditions has left gaps in more diverse settings such as: processing of distant speech;
noisy environments; accented speech, non-native speech, dialectal speech, code-
switching, spontaneous, unplanned speech, emotional speech and connected aspects
concerning sentiments expressed; the integration of ST into collaborative environ-
ments, multiple, simultaneous speakers engaged in vivid discussions; as well as the
integration of paralinguistic aspects and technologies.

Group settings, multiple-user scenarios – While most research focuses on a sin-
gle user’s interactions, STs embodied in virtual assistants are becoming increasingly
popular in social spaces. This highlights a gap in our understanding of the oppor-
tunities and constraints unique to multiple user scenarios. These include detecting
whether users are addressing the system or other participants, speaker diarisation,
aspects of social dynamics, and finding interaction barriers. Due to these factors, the
usefulness of voice interfaces in group settings is still restricted.

Interdisciplinary research work (Digital Humanities and Social Sciences and the
Humanities, SSH) – While the connection to the field of digital humanities and com-
putational social sciences is not firmly established yet, it could be beneficial to set up
collaborative linkswith a range of disciplines and domainsworkingwith spoken data.
In particular, the insights and requirements stemming from the needs for transcrip-
tion workflows and audio mining tools of communities producing and (re)using oral
history data and interview recordings may help identify gaps in language resources
for model training and domain adaptation (Draxler et al. 2020). It could be beneficial
to identify imbalances in language-specific support for the recognition, annotation
and retrieval of the types of structured conversational speech that are used in inter-
view settings in SSH and beyond (Pessanha and Salah 2022).

Challenges related to an increased modelling power – The increase in modelling
power and performance achieved over the last years also comes with some draw-
backs and challenges. These include a need for even more data, respectively a lack
of interest and work on the creation of new paradigms using less data. Current ap-
proaches include shallow and deep fusion, but the question of how to optimally com-
bine language models (LMs) and DNN structures has still not been addressed com-
prehensively. Models requiring the complete input sequence for processing do not
match well with requirements to perform causal processing. Several attempts to en-
able causal processing are being explored, among them the use of neural transducers
running processing at regular intervals. The extent of context may also incur addi-
tional processing costs which need to be balanced and mitigated.

Models: interoperability and transparency – Models are not transparent and thus
hard to interpret. This is partly due to the fact that previously individual components
have been combined into single models. The complex process of hyper-parameter
tuning is often too resource-intensive and thus has not been addressed in many in-
stances. Elements of input/output like byte-pair-encodings (BPE) have been sug-
gested but these contradict the idea of genuine E2E processing. Integration of several
components into one model prompts the question of whether further downstream
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technologies will also become part of such integrated models. The combination in
turn raises questions about the interpretability and transparency of such systems.

Explainability and transparency for critical methods and technologies – While
in the last decade, ST research has achieved improvements in terms of performance,
progress in terms of understanding of the architectures used and of the nature of
the data and task has been limited. This is partly due to the fact that the NNs used
in modern systems are harder to understand than the generative models of previous
generation systems. It is also due to a lack of interest from the industry and funding
agencies to support this type of research. Students are also generally inclined to
work on topics that mainly aim at improving performance since this increases their
chances of obtaining a well-paid job in the industry after graduation.

End-users’ perspective – STs have made a leap in becoming adopted in many
settings for commercially attractive languages. Especially the proliferation of intelli-
gent Voice Assistants (VAs) has made speech a common mode of interaction. How-
ever, several issues limiting the further adoption and widespread use of ST remain:
these include problems in accurately recognising accented speech, a lack of trust
in VAs to execute more complex or sensitive tasks, and concerns related to privacy
and data collection. This issue is further exacerbated by the fact that systems often
operate in the cloud rather than on-premise. Many VAs may already be utilised in
languages other than English, but coverage and supported functionality vary greatly.
The gaps in support create barriers for users whose primary language is not fully
catered for, or supported only to a limited extent, forcing them to communicate in
a non-native language or risk being excluded from using the ever more popular sys-
tems and services. This way, non-native users are pushed to develop different strate-
gies and modes of interaction, including a reduced level of language production and
more frequent use of visual feedback.

Data: availability, diversity – The main challenge related to data concerns its
availability, i. e., adequate datasets for low-resource languages of an appropriate
amount and quality. Various efforts aim to mitigate this fact by focusing on trans-
fer learning and fine-tuning of models. However, whereas this approach is certainly
beneficial, it generally does not yield models of equal performance as for languages
equipped with large amounts of training data. The lack of data for low-resource lan-
guages effectively excludes certain approaches from being applied.

Data: diversity of voices – Some public databases available to train DNN-based
TTS systems are only useful for building monolingual neutral voices for a number
of major languages. The availability of open data free of restrictions such as copy-
right and limitations due to GDPR regulations in the remaining major languages and
all minority languages would allow the development of TTS systems for these lan-
guages too. Databases with more expressive and spontaneous recordings are needed
to build TTS systems suitable for more emotion-demanding applications like audio-
book reading, movie dubbing and HCI. The vast majority of datasets correspond to
adult voices and there is a lack of data to generate child and elderly voices. As the
voice is an important component of our identity, more diverse datasets are needed
to generate personalised voices that can suit any user.
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Accuracy: reaching usable thresholds for applications – The single most fre-
quently mentioned hindering factor for the broad adoption of ST is one that has
been mentioned for the past 40 years, namely accuracy. The perceived accuracy
and its exact meaning have changed dramatically: from individual words being mis-
recognised to intentions that are not correctly interpreted in complex situations. For
example, WER as an evaluation measure has had its merits in measuring progress
in ASR (and still does). However, more comprehensive approaches to measuring
the impact of ASR performance on downstream tasks and actual deployments may
require novel measures. WER alone clearly does not provide the full picture when it
comes to the perceived performance and usability of complete systems comprising
several kinds of STs and LTs. Regarding TTS, accuracy translates to a lack of natural-
ness and robustness of the synthesised speech. Different approaches have been taken,
some of them focused on designing robust attention mechanisms, others including
alignment information at the input, or substituting the attention mechanism with net-
works that can predict the estimated duration of the input phonemes. However, the
problem has not been solved completely yet and keeps hindering the practical appli-
cation of TTS systems in many instances. For SR, technologies have already reached
acceptable performance for many applications. However, this does not mean that
there is no need or opportunity for further research. All applications of SR would
benefit from better core performance and increased robustness to different acoustic
conditions and other variables occurring in real-world speech data.

Dialectal speech and multilingual training – Most ST systems process speech
only in the main variety of languages. To date, little attention has been devoted
to dialectal speech. Certain STs can be used in languages different from the one(s)
they were originally designed for. However, the performance of such systems typ-
ically deteriorates. Some progress has been made to make systems more language-
independent (e. g., multilingual training, adversarial adaptation), but there is still am-
ple room for improvement. The effectiveness of such approaches for languages that
differ substantially from those used in training has not been investigated thoroughly
and warrants further work.

3 The Future of the Area

3.1 Contribution to Digital Language Equality

Purely technological systems alone do not exist – they are always embedded in a
social context and should thus always be viewed as socio-technical systems. The ap-
plications of ST have diverse and multifaceted impacts on several key aspects for so-
cieties. Technologies reaching performance levels resembling those of humans may
in many aspects lead to a humanisation of technology, ascribing human attributes to
system behaviour. Patterns of human-to-human (H2H) interaction may be applied
to human-to-machine (H2M) interaction leading to heightened expectations and po-
tentially to subsequent disillusion.
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Digital language inequality – The unbalanced availability and quality of ST re-
sources strongly impact the performance of systems for different groups of lan-
guages. For languages supported to a lesser extent, performance and accuracy are
typically significantly lower compared to resource-rich languages. In extreme cases,
selected functionalities or support for such languages may not be available at all. In
addition, language varieties, dialects or accents may not be supported or only sup-
ported on very limited levels. STs are thus not accessible nor available to everyone on
an equal level. The lack of commercial interest in the long tail of “small languages”
translates to a significantly slower pace of ST improvements and commercial adop-
tion for the latter group. For native speakers of these languages, these imbalances
lead to wider usage of the better-supported major languages, such as English. Mo-
tivating speakers to use these major languages more frequently creates a new set
of challenges related to handling accented and non-native speech. Compared to the
level of service and the support provided for native speakers, this results in lower
performance, weakened experience and reduced usability, rendering ST less useful
or even useless in the extreme case.

Energy consumption and sustainability – The growing energy consumption re-
quired for the ever-expanding amount of data being processed and the tendency to-
wards continuously more complex ST models have become evident since the race
for the largest models has been going on. Due to the extreme demand on resources,
the generic construction of complex AI, NLP and ST systems is typically limited
to a few actors. Surging interest in sustainability may cause actors to reconsider the
massive increase in energy consumption that currently often accompanies progress
in ST. An opportunity (and marketing advantage) may arise from directing efforts
towards the creation of high-performance/low energy-consumption ST, exploring
the capacities of E2E or novel direct speech-to-speech systems to lower the energy
consumption by avoiding a separate, cascading training of sub-systems.

Labour market – A further economic aspect concerns the impact of ST on au-
tomation and as a consequence on the job market as a whole. As technologies such
as chatbots are being adopted in pursuit of efficiency, they also perform an increasing
number of tasks previously reserved for humans. ST and AI thus blur the boundary
between humans and technology leading to shifts in jobs and even entire industries.
Clearly, a message of cooperation and support rather than of rivalry and replacement
needs to be communicated and acted upon.

Politics and democracy – It has been pointed out that language strongly influences
the manner in which we think and argue about political issues. Language causes
mental frames to be activated and form our portfolio of ideas. Politicians and influ-
encers have long discovered these mechanisms and are applying them actively to
push their respective agendas. Having this central and immediate effect on cogni-
tive mechanisms, linguistic plurality also forms the basis of cognitive plurality and
as such plays a fundamental role in securing diverse and democratic values. Lim-
itation to a few individual languages – such as may happen due to limited digital
support for certain languages – impoverishes and reduces this variety, the flexibility
and spectrum for expression of thoughts and (political) ideas.
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Biases and ethical issues – Several ST systems have been shown to be less accu-
rate for female speakers than for males. This is not because women are underrepre-
sented in the training data but more likely due to the properties of female and male
voices. Various ethnic groups may be underrepresented in datasets and consequently,
performance becomes less accurate. It should also be noted here that being in a group
for which a system performs worse can be either an advantage or a disadvantage de-
pending on the application and the type of error the system tends to commit more
often (false positives or false negatives). Another ethical concern pertaining to ST
is due to possible privacy breaches through mass surveillance. TTS systems have
reached a quality level and degree of similarity with the voice of humans that could
be used to generate deep-fake voices or voices of deceased persons. Despite this
scope for misuse, most of the possible applications of high-quality voices are posi-
tive, and people with speech disorders, visual impairment and other disabilities could
greatly benefit from them. However, deep-fakes could also be employed for illegal
activities such as committing fraud or discrediting people. New regulations and the
development of ad hoc legislation are critical to mitigating this pernicious effect.
Tools able to detect speech deep-fakes need to be produced, and anti-spoofing tech-
niques that discriminate synthesised from natural speech must be developed in close
collaboration with teams working in ST.

Users with special needs – While ASR systems achieve great accuracy on stan-
dard speech, they perform poorly on disordered speech and other atypical speech
patterns. Personalisation of ASR models, a commonly applied solution to this prob-
lem, is usually performed on servers posing problems related to data privacy and
data transfer. While on-device personalisation of ASR has recently shown promis-
ing results in a home automation domain for users with disordered speech (Tomanek
et al. 2021), more research is required to increase performance for these groups of
users and provide support for open conversations. TTS is considered an assistive
technology and as such, it may contribute to the integration of individuals with vi-
sual impairments or learning disabilities. By developing robust TTS systems, these
people could enjoy the same advantages as any person without a disability. It also
facilitates equal access to education and supports foreigners who may struggle with
the language. ST can contribute to the integration of immigrants by making it eas-
ier to learn local languages and can help people with literacy issues and pre-literate
children to access content presented in written form. ST may also prove helpful in
times of aging populations with degrading eyesight. Integrated into virtual assistants,
STs are able to provide support to elderly people, assisting them with reminders of
appointments and medication needs, providing access to online information and im-
proving both their ability to live by themselves and strengthen their autonomy. An-
other particular benefit of TTS relates to orally impaired people. Voice is an essential
component of our identity that we usually take for granted. However, losing it can
affect how others perceive us and our own sense of who we are. TTS technology is
able to provide a voice for those who have lost their own via personalisation suiting
the characteristics desired by each user.

Privacy and trust – As technologies are entering the homes and offices of users on
a broad scale, an enhanced level of attention to privacy concerns, ethics and policy
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is essential. Policymakers, policy watchdogs, the media and consumers alike need to
assume the role of gatekeepers. Trust is viewed as the main currency and key to the
adoption and acceptance of technologies. Scandals and opaque behaviour on the part
of ST providers may have detrimental effects. Whenever ST is linked to a person’s
identity and used for access control or authorisation, the issue of trust becomes espe-
cially important. For example, STs are used to authorise access to resources such as
a bank account or building. In surveillance applications, it is used for detecting and
identifying criminals. In forensics, SR is used for comparing a voice recording from
a crime scene with the voice of a suspect or a victim. For voice assistants, SR can be
essential to make sure that certain requests are fulfilled only if made by the owner
of the respective device or commodity. All of the above applications rely on high-
performance and trusted ST, and can benefit tremendously in commercial terms if
applied within these contexts. Many applications of ST store audio in the cloud. It
is essential to secure guarantees regarding how data is used or will be used in the fu-
ture by cloud service providers (the risk of leaking always remains). In the long run,
the question will be whether any possible breaches, leaks or scandals involving ST
will erode trust to a level that users will no longer volunteer to provide their data. Of
course, the distrust will be weighed against the commodity of using certain devices
and platforms whose terms of use may simply require the user to do so. Opting out
may not always be a realistic option.

Unlawful surveillance –A further area of concern is the extent of unlawful surveil-
lance by governments, state agencies or corporations, infringing citizens’ rights, lib-
erties, adversely affecting public discourse, democratic values and influencing the
political powers (Stahl 2016). The concerns comprise privacy invasion, accountabil-
ity of intelligence and security services, and the (non-)conformity of mass surveil-
lance activities with fundamental rights (Garrido 2021). Their effects on the social
fabric of nations can only be considered and analysed jointly with the rapidly extend-
ing technological capacities and the pervasiveness of devices able to capture, process
and transmit relevant data. Regardless of the form of government, the growing extent
of mass surveillance and especially its unlawful application may lead to the erosion
of public trust in governments and state agencies (Westerlund et al. 2021).

3.2 Breakthroughs Needed

In the context of Digital Language Equality (DLE), the main challenges are linked to
the inferior support and resources available for less common languages, and a need
for improving the performance and capabilities of ST for these languages. The prolif-
eration of ST, including areas with a high potential impact on individuals and large
groups of users, also has to be considered in a wider context of policies governing
ST and relevant fields and calls for major breakthroughs in terms of explainability
for the critical methods and technologies. Policies and governance concerning the
use of ST and data – in particular personal data – need to be kept up to date and on
par with rapidly developing technologies and applications. In order to democratise
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STs and to strengthen their position within LT and AI, the base of users should be
widened. An increase in educational programmes, including in general AI, ML, NLP,
and inter-disciplinary projects, is necessary for the continuous training of experts in
these fields able to draw upon expertise in voice technologies but at the same time
also in domain-specific fields, thus forming the links between them.

Training paradigms – For approaches requiring large amounts of annotated data,
strategies and frameworks for joint (potentially distributed) data collection, im-
proved annotation, and joint provision are needed. This not only concerns the collec-
tion but equally the storage and provision of such resources. A lack of commercial
interest needs to be alleviated by public efforts to jump-start and boost efforts in
low-resource languages to limit the threat of digital language extinction. From the
perspective of data augmentation, the generation and use of synthetic data may pro-
vide a complementary alley in the creation or extension of datasets. Efficient use of
transfer learning and fine-tuning, as well as work on algorithms and methodologies
that use less data or provide more robust models with lower amounts of data, present
promising alternatives to relieve the lack-of-data challenge. For specific fields of ST,
improved use of unlabelled data in an unsupervised or semi-supervised manner (pre-
training, self-supervised training) provides further possibilities (Lai et al. 2021). For
several technologies, making better use of the hierarchical structure and relatedness
of languages may be beneficial. Methods like one-shot learning or few-shot learning
likewise provide promising approaches.

Access to and discoverability of training data – The need for large amounts of
data severely limits the possibilities for small companies and niche players to com-
pete and be able to develop their own solutions. A plethora of licensing agreements
pose further obstacles to access datasets and resources. Simplification and harmoni-
sation of these mechanisms would be highly beneficial. In the larger context of open
data sharing and bringing digital technology to businesses, citizens and public ad-
ministrations these issues connect with the EU’s Digital Europe Programme.

Support for low-resourced languages – To provide first-rate ST in any language,
additional high-quality datasets are essential. Creating a wide set may not be feasi-
ble in general, but could be achieved at least for several major European languages.
New techniques for transfer learning and model adaptation from systems trained
for resource-rich languages to systems able to function in languages with more re-
duced quantities of available data should enable the development of cutting-edge
ST systems also for these languages. New architectures allowing the combination of
resources from several languages in such a way that their commonalities are learned
in a more robust way (by cross-lingual knowledge-sharing) and methods for the cre-
ation of multilingual or language-agnostic models which can be applied to a number
of different languages are of utmost importance.

Confluence and context information integration –A tendency towards confluence
– the combination of technologies and inclusion of a larger context – can be observed
and also be assumed to play a more pronounced role in the future. The increased pres-
ence of conversational interfaces, a proliferation of chatbots combining ASR, NLP
and TTSwith an ever-increasing presence of AI in general, has modified not only the
technical and commercial landscape but also the expectations of users, which have
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been accelerated by increased time spent in home-office setups and virtual meetings.
More powerful tools and greater capabilities also prompt the integration of upstream
technologies such as summarisation or sentiment analysis with voice technologies.
Speech synthesis is bound to become as emotional and persuasive as the human voice
itself. Automatic translation may be used to bridge language barriers. Technologies
will need to be integrated in a manner allowing for feedback loops and adaptation
seamlessly. Models need to be dynamic and methods allowing for dynamic adapta-
tion – learning and unlearning certain features – will need to be developed to account
for flexible and continuously changing conditions. Areas of linguistics such as prag-
matics or paralinguistics will need to be considered and integrated to a much higher
extent to allow for more natural and human-like interaction. Adding emotions and af-
fections into the recipes for HCI, recognising intent and taking into account a broad
variety of contexts holds the potential to turn these interactions into truly human-like
experiences. The components related to emotional understanding and empathy are
especially relevant for systems functioning in social domains, such as healthcare,
education, and customer service.

Explainability, transparency and privacy concerns – Trust in STs and in the use of
data obtained by interacting with them may become a decisive factor in the adoption
of technologies and success of individual market players. An increased interest in the
transparency of data use and system functionality can be observed across the board in
many areas of ML and AI. A fundamental question to be answered by providers will
be where processing is performed and to what extent and purpose data is used tomod-
ify models. One end of the spectrum of processing is large, anonymous data-centres
spread around the globe, the other is formed by strictly local processing on personal
devices. On-premise solutions provided by companies or institutions form an inter-
mediate setting. In all of these setups, the balance between capabilities and the re-
quirements to achieve these capabilities will need to be determined and balanced
against ethical concerns and personal and privacy-preserving arguments. The extent
and amount of end-user control will be a crucial factor. Approaches like privacy-by-
design accompanied by high ethical and legal standards may be determining factors
in enabling trust, fostering adoption and leading to economic success.

Performance, robustness and evaluation paradigms – Driven by various national
and international evaluations, standard performance measures have been defined on
standard test sets. Current measures like the standard WER only take certain perfor-
mance aspects into account and may need to be reconsidered, extended or comple-
mented. Robustness and generalisability of ST components and models as well as
standard evaluation sets for multiple languages and evaluation sets allowing the par-
allel evaluation of several technologies (all on the same dataset) should be devised.
The topics of ageing and recency of data for evaluation sets need to be taken into
consideration. In general, evaluation (as well as training) datasets should be viewed
more as work in progress than static artefacts. Extension to further languages and
language varieties, dialects and speaking conditions likewise should receive further
attention to ensuring broad availability and adoption. Another needed innovation is
a method for objectively measuring TTS results; such systems are currently assessed
by means of subjective evaluations which are time-consuming and laborious.
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Outreach – communities, non-experts – Recent years have witnessed an increase
in interest in the democratisation of AI. The widespread application of ML and the
well-known fact that experts in ML and AI have become scarce resources has led to
the desire to empower a wider set of individuals to participate in the creation and use
of these technologies. Toolkits and do-it-yourself modelling form part of the trend to
democratise voice technologies. Approaches like Auto-ML aim to provide access to
ML also for non-experts and align with strategies to allow a wider audience to par-
ticipate in the process. As LTs are aggregated and applied to more complex settings,
inter-disciplinary research and activities (for instance) from fields in the social sci-
ences are becoming more relevant and synergies become apparent. Programmes and
funding schemes to actively engage these communities and foster inter-disciplinary
research would further boost developments.

Alignments with EU policies and policy breakthroughs needed – Copyright leg-
islation is more restrictive in Europe than in other economic regions and countries,
e. g., utilising closed captions from TV broadcasts or subtitles from a copyrighted
film to train and evaluate ST models could enable access to high-quality language
data if lawmakers could agree that training of models on copyrighted data constitutes
fair use, as long as it does not diminish the value of the assets or reduce the profits
reasonably expected by the owner. The pace of ST development in Europe could
be further increased by introducing changes that enable the re-use of existing data,
while at the same time ensuring that the value of the copyright owners is not impaired.
GDPR introduced a new global standard that places an emphasis on individual rights
and reflects European values, and as such contributes to building trust in AI. GDPR
has had a negative impact on the majority of Europe’s LT business and research ac-
tivities (Smal et al. 2020). Furthermore, non-European AI firms have been able to
operate free of GDPR constraints since then, giving them an economic advantage.
One of the required breakthroughs relates thus to ensure that while individual rights
are protected, the extent of these – in particular, in practical settings and day-to-day
operations – does not go beyond the intended scope. Automatic, efficient and free
anonymisation tools are required for all European languages.

3.3 Technology Visions and Development Goals

ST: the interface of the future – In many settings, voice provides the most natural
way to interact with devices and appliances. The coming years will witness an in-
creased advance in voice technologies to the point that interacting with automated
systems will be virtually indistinguishable from communication with human beings
in many cases. Interfaces predominately relying on typing, clicking and swiping will
gradually transform into multimodal, or fully virtual interfaces including voice, shift-
ing the task of adaptation from human users to computer systems. Compared to the
other modalities currently dominating the HCI landscape, communication will en-
compass richer kinds of (linguistic and paralinguistic) information, including gender,
age, emotional or cognitive state, health conditions or speaker-specific traits allow-
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ing for more sophisticated and accurate speaker identification, modelling, adaptation
and personalisation. These factors and their integration into HCI – as beneficial and
powerful as theymay be – also give rise to privacy and ethical concerns. They prompt
questions of control, user understanding and intent when it comes to sharing informa-
tion and the extent to which different kinds of information are transmitted and used
in the future. Ensuing risks and the potential impact need to be carefully met and bal-
anced with measures to increase security and trust through technical means as well
as policy and legislative measures. Striking this balance will affect the adoption of a
wide range of devices and services: from VAs in homes and phones, navigation and
control systems in cars to cooperative office and work environments and systems
supporting a wide range of business and leisure activities.

User and application contexts – A trend towards the integration of richer con-
text is to be expected, regardless of the sub-field of voice processing. This concerns
individual technologies and their combination. For TTS, to have a truly interactive
experience when dealing with our devices, the integration of context will play a ma-
jor role. To give just one example, the correct way to pronounce a message should be
inferred from the context or the previous steps of a dialogue. Technologies will need
to be sensitive to the user’s character, state, mood and needs and adapt themselves
accordingly. Potentially, they will also need to take into account other participants’
states in case of group activities such as business meetings. Topics of pragmatics
will be reflected by all technologies. Rather than individual communication turns,
complete conversations with history and context will be the norm.

Addressing existing technological gaps – Continued efforts towards better un-
derstanding and modelling human speech perception might result in sophisticated
ASR addressing several of the limitations and gaps identified in current approaches.
Improved handling of audio conditions currently perceived as difficult (e. g., multi-
ple simultaneous speakers in noisy environments speaking spontaneously and highly
emotionally in a mix of languages) will be possible thanks to such advances. A wider
deployment and further popularisation of ST will require solutions that offer high
robustness, low latency, efficient customisation and the ability to provide possible
equal support for a diverse set of speakers.

ST integration – An intimate relation of ASR, SID and TTS with downstream
Natural Language Understanding (NLU) technologies is needed to allow the correct
interpretation of the input. A combination of technologies to interact in multimodal
ways (including visuals) and the efficient combination of inter-linked models will
be able to guarantee the best experience possible. The successful combination will
result in an enhanced easiness and naturalness of use, hiding individual components
and allowing systems to be perceived as assistants using natural language much in
the way that human assistants would.

Multimodal models – Recently introducedNN architectures support encoding and
decoding schemes of various modalities, e. g., Perceiver IO (Jaegle et al. 2021). De-
spite being task-agnostic, the model provides competitive results on modalities such
as language, vision, multimodal data, and point clouds. In the near future, this type
of architecture is expected to be used in a range of applications where multimodal
content needs to be jointly analysed. Furthermore, a future line of work that can eas-
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ily be envisaged is the training of a single, shared NN encoder on several modalities
at the same time, and only using modality-specific pre- and post-processors.

Development pace – The pace of development in voice-based technologies is
driven by general advances in ML and associated hardware as well as domain-
specific advances in speech perception and production. The former can be expected
to accelerate even more due to general interest in ML and AI from a wide portfo-
lio of domains. Advances in transfer learning, reinforcement learning, fine-tuning,
the use of pre-trained models and components as well as the arrival of platforms
such as Hugging Face have created additional momentum. The extension of GPU
capabilities can likewise be expected to continue at a fast pace.

Training and evaluation – Further improvements introduced in the process of cre-
ation and distribution of ever-growing, ever more coherent and diverse datasets can
be expected. These will include large, multilingual, multi-domain and multimodal
datasets, which will become de facto standard sets for training and evaluation. We
will witness an increase in labelling efficiency, a wider adaptation of continuous
learning, self-adaptation and self-modification paradigms. While datasets will con-
tinue to grow, the quality and amount of data of high- versus low-resourced lan-
guages are unlikely to converge in the short term. The development of more complex
and multifaceted datasets calls for more comprehensive evaluation and quality crite-
ria: a shift that would change the focus from an individual technology to an end-user
assessment of an experience while conducting a specific task in a non-laboratory
environment and within a specific operational and personalised contexts.

Infrastructure, hardware – Extrapolating from the current trends a further rapid
increase in the capacities of ST-related hardware and infrastructure can be foreseen
(faster communication networks, higher bandwidths). Further popularisation of ST
solutions in the context of the Internet of Things (IoT), and a new set of voice-
enabled devices will be available to users at work, leisure and commercial settings.
These developments create additional challenges related to load and scalability of
the underlying infrastructure, hardware and networks. Moving computation to edge
devices will also continue to be a trend in the near future.

Privacy, accountability and regulations – The future development of ST and the
wider LT field will be strongly influenced by the regulations governing the collec-
tion, storage, transmission, and use of personal data. In the context of European
AI companies and research institutes, the pace of development appears to be par-
ticularly influenced by current regulation schemes. Lawmakers’ decisions will thus
have to consider the wide and profound impact of their regulations: on the protec-
tion of citizens’ personal data and privacy on the one hand, and on the wider field of
AI technologies and the comparative advantages and disadvantages vis-à-vis other
geopolitical regions on the other. Extrapolating from current regulations concerning
user privacy, and differences in data collection and use, it seems probable that the di-
vide between the EU and non-EU countries will continue to grow. It is unlikely that
a consensus or standardisation between competing regions will be found. With the
growing presence of ST and AI in general, increased concerns about hidden flaws,
shortcomings and baked-in biases of such systems are gaining momentum. Whereas
citizens and academia may work towards enhancing transparency and mechanisms
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that may be able to avoid certain phenomena, the industry may work towards ob-
fuscation and hindrance of these mechanisms. A sequence of scandals and growing
interest in issues of ethics and privacy have led to an increased awareness in society
of this issue. Trust in technology is a key ingredient for the adoption of technologies
by a large portion of the population. Transparency in how privacy is integrated into
technologies is a crucial ingredient to earning trust. Privacy-by-design beyond mere
statements may become a decisive factor for technology uptake and market success.

Disclosure of the use of AI/ST – Due to the ever more human-like nature of ST,
the use of AI technologies should be disclosed at the earliest stage possible for all
transactions and applications. Making users aware of what they interact with can
be regarded as a fundamental step in the creation of more transparency. This will
not prevent humans from attributing personhood to machines or hinder human-like
communication, but present an ethical and transparent frame around such settings.

Audits of algorithms and models – Auditors will have to be independent for this
to make sense and not open the door to even more secretive and evasive behaviour
by companies. Federal agencies or boards may be required to preside over such ac-
tivities. Standard test sets and tests may have to be created and applied.

Impact assessments of the introduction of such technologies – The concept of
measuring impact and potential harm is firmly established in fields such as the envi-
ronment. Similarly, algorithmic impact assessments need to cover a broad range of
factors, with ST and NLP focusing on language- and language use-related aspects.

Public repositories of incidents where AI/NLP caused harm – Public repositories
and ways to report problematic uses of AI would allow the identification of repeat
offenders and act in case of recurring problems. Furthermore, making such cases
known publicly may serve as an incentive to correct or prevent them.

Effects on society, workplace – The discussion about which jobs or areas within
domains are likely candidates to be replaced by AI carries over to the domain of
speech processing – as well as to NLP in general – as they form a core element of AI.
Issues concerning automation and job replacement and the ensuing policy-making
and social ramifications thus also directly concern ST and their perception.

Pervasiveness – A further spread and ubiquitous presence of voice-based tech-
nologies, and wider deployment of ST across a multitude of services and devices
due to a reduction in size and integration into wearable and virtual environments
can be expected. This may also concern further persons being in the vicinity of such
deployments who may be involved indirectly by someone else’s use of ST.

Future applications – ST in combination with other NLP and AI technologies
will pave the way for intelligent applications with human-like capabilities and the
potential for disruptive innovation in various sectors. Intelligent assistants and chat-
bots currently provide the leading paths towards general and broad adoption. Future
applications will be expected to understand a user’s intents over sequences of interac-
tions, completely eliminating perceived boundaries between individual technologies.
STs are already being used by multiple industries to increase self-service functional-
ities, reduce average handling time, increase availability and reduce employee costs.

Personalised Voices – Voices for TTS will be generated for any language and
be fully customisable. In the same way as we can now personalise avatars in video
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games, we will be able to set every aspect of the synthetic voice to suit the char-
acteristics we prefer for each situation. Moreover, TTS technology will extend, and
speech will be generated not only from text but also from other input information that
could be more convenient for some users who do not have easy access to text or for
some situations (e. g., requiring privacy). Multi-modal systems will allow the gener-
ation of speech from lip-reading, articulatory data acquired by diverse technologies
such as electromyography, permanent magnet articulography and other silent speech
interfaces, and even cerebral activity with brain-computer interfaces.

Ambient intelligence – Viewing ST as a means for intelligent interaction, inte-
grating nuanced and fine-grained context and input from multiple modalities can be
expected to lead tomore human-like systemswhere the perception of individual com-
ponents will blur into an overall experience for end-users. Such combinations may
be a step towards a broader kind of AI as opposed to the narrow, highly-specialised
versions in use today.

3.4 Towards Deep Natural Language Understanding

In many instances, the most natural manner for humans to interact with machines is
through voice, for issuing commands or queries as well as generating responses and
statements. Certain types of scenarios (e. g., limiting the interaction to small, hand-
held devices) may call for voice-only interaction, whereas others (e. g., allowing for
feedback via large screens, augmented- or virtual-reality environments) may favour
multimedia settings, permitting the flow of information across different modalities
in parallel. Other scenarios may ask for communication completely without the use
of audio, in particular when considering special needs and inclusive communication.

STs play a role in the ingestion of information, by acting as a kind of sensor
conveying linguistic as well as paralinguistic inputs and converting them into struc-
tured information. Equally, their use concerns the output of information in auditive
form (speech, but also non-speech, e. g., confirmations) to communicate with human
users. Both directions of the flow of information apply to HCI as well as H2H in-
teraction in the case of groups of human users interacting with each other or with
computers, e. g., during meetings with intelligent assistants for transcription, trans-
lation and summarisation. STs thus form an intermediate interface layer between
humans and machines. Inbound (auditive) information is captured and enriched by
ST before being passed on to downstream NLU processing. Outbound information
is enriched, transformed and eventually realised as audio based on content, structure
andmetadata provided by semantic components. The semantics and interpretation of
utterances as well as the generation of appropriate responses based on a logical rep-
resentation and state of a conversation fully reside within the scope and components
of NLU and technologies such as dialogue managers (to carry out conversations)
or knowledge graphs (networks for semantic representations). As such, STs provide
essential contributions to the functioning of NLU in the input and output directions
but they do not perform any semantic processing (understanding) themselves.
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Visual cues such as gestures or manual articulation (sign language) may replace
the audio-element of ST when operating in noisy environments or involving hearing-
impaired or deaf people. Visual processing technologies assume the roles of ST in
these cases. The combination of modalities is also possible and may be appropriate
or imperative depending on the actual context, such as working environments requir-
ing a hands-free operation. The contribution of ST towards achieving deep NLUmay
thus lie in the improvement and extension of the individual technologies (both from
accuracy as well as a language- and domain-coverage perspective), their integration
into E2E systems allowing for joint operation and optimisation, including different
kinds of knowledge sources and their flexible and dynamic configuration depending
on the state and context of an application or user. Approaches including the combina-
tion of several modalities for input and output may likewise prove beneficial in the
context of achieving deep NLU. In many cases, the real power of NLU will become
clear when it is part of a complex system functioning as a human-like counterpart
in communication: exhibiting context, history and elements of general intelligence.
However, it may also come about that NLU is overshadowed by the cognitive down-
stream processing and eventually perceived as a mere commodity. The element of
admiration and awe on the part of the user will then concern the complete system
performance, with NLU itself disappearing in importance as a small part of a much
larger and more complex intelligent system.

4 Summary and Conclusions

The substantial advances made in the field of STs over the past decades hold the po-
tential for disruptive innovation in many areas and application domains. Combined
with the progress of related fields, they provide the basis for the broad adoption of
speech and voice as the primary modality for interacting with computer systems as
part of larger and more complex systems modelling human-like communication and
interaction. This chapter outlined several research fields and business domains that
provide promising areas for the use of ST and their inclusion into larger solutions
yielding more natural means of communication. Several issues and challenges have
been identified which need to be resolved to make this promise materialise. Below
we summarise the key elements identified and provide recommendations for possi-
ble future actions. All these strands of progress can aid in supporting the overarching
goal of achieving DLE in Europe by providing services made possible by these tech-
nologies to larger multilingual audiences at similar levels of scope and performance.

Training data is still a key factor as long as supervised paradigms prevail. Ac-
cessibility is often limited, or even locked, with individual actors amassing mas-
sive amounts of data, effectively creating monopolies for certain markets. Licences
and regulation as well as interoperability and compatibility of data resources and
providers remain obstacles that need to be overcome. Methods not relying on vast
amounts of data are an active area of research.
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Even though the range of languages supported by ST has increased dramatically
over the past decades, English still holds a privileged position. The creation of re-
sources for further languages and dialects (some may only be spoken) is ongoing;
the investigation of phenomena that are only present in other language families is
also an active area of research. The creation of multilingual or language-agnostic
models provides further avenues for improvement.

A trend of integrated E2E models into one combined overall model can be ob-
served. Training takes place in a single framework rather than individually, capital-
ising on joint factors. Considerable progress in performance has been made through
this approach which can be expected to continue. The integration of semantic com-
ponents such as NLU or knowledge graphs into these frameworks may provide ad-
ditional elements required for intelligent interaction.

In current applications, different components operate in an independent and iso-
lated manner. The dynamic inclusion and integration of context would allow STs to
operate on a significantly higher level of accuracy, eliminating errors and narrowing
down alternatives. Various ways for the fusion of information have been investigated
but have not effectively come to fruition. Parallel systems for multiparty conversa-
tions and multimodal approaches may provide ways forward.

STs primarily address the voice modality for interacting with computers. Combin-
ing STs with multimodal inputs and outputs may provide a basis for next-generation
HCI. The inclusion of gestures, facial expression, emotions or haptics, and the gen-
eration of multimodal outputs reflecting these elements may result in a richer and
more natural user experience and lead to wider adoption and acceptance of ST.

Although established measures allow quantification of progress in ST, they may
only tell part of the story when it comes to real-world applications and the combi-
nation with downstream processing. In many fields of ST, performance has reached
(near-)human levels under controlled conditions with progress being significant in
theory but often only marginal when translated into reality. A shift towards increas-
ing robustness and generality of results may prove beneficial at this stage.

Recent progress and an abundance of ST in chatbots may evoke expectations of
ST being a mere commodity and raise unrealistic expectations on the part of users.
STs perform considerably worse when applied to conditions unlike those for which
they were originally created. Accordingly, adaptation and customisation to special
domains provide opportunities for specialists. Expectation management and open
communication about the possibilities but also limitations from the ST community
may help set expectations to realistic and practical levels.

The interest and concern about fairness and biases of models and ethical issues
relating to their use have been receiving increased attention. Methods for detect-
ing biases and de-biasing need to be improved and are expected to become a more
active area of development. Furthermore, access to ST for people with disabilities
and impairments needs to be extended. Triggered by an increased interest in the
fairness of AI systems (e. g., assessments of job applications, prison-parole, cred-
its), applications continue to be subjected to scrutiny. Users demand explanations
on the capabilities and functioning of ST. Results are questioned with some applica-
tion areas demanding audits of models and algorithms. Technical issues need to be
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addressed and accompanied on the policy-making and legislative levels. Standardi-
sation of evaluations and publication of results may function as motivating factors
for providers to address these issues more thoroughly.

With the current and near-future state of ST, many businesses, political parties
and ideological movements may develop conversational agents as a ubiquitous rep-
resentatives to convey their agenda and sway public opinion to get support for their
cause. Situations where the agents’ identity is known or hidden should be clearly dis-
tinguished. Cases where a company or party is represented by a single conversational
agent, or by hundreds or even thousands to create a representation of mass support,
should be marked. Scandals, data leaks and an increase in cyber-crime have brought
issues of security and privacy to the fore. Devices are ever more pervasive, taking
ST into people’s offices and homes. IoT and wearables further accelerate this trend.
Users are becoming increasingly wary of the risks and undesired effects related to the
introduction of ST. Clandestine ways of data collection and eavesdropping infring-
ing privacy are rightly exposed and castigated by the media. Actors risk suffering
dire consequences if they do not respond and put corrective measures into place. The
balance between convenience and privacy will remain a fluid one to be negotiated
repeatedly and on multiple levels.

The legislation governing the acquisition, storage, transmission, and use of per-
sonal data has a significant impact on the future of ST and the wider LT area. Extrap-
olating from current trends, the gap between the regulations used in different regions
will continue to widen. As AI technologies play a critical role in creating competi-
tive advantages across a wide range of human activities, it is unlikely that competing
countries and regions will be able to reach a broad, far-reaching agreement, resulting
in one standardised set of regulations. Lawmakers’ decisions will thus have to con-
sider a wide and profound impact of their regulations, on the protection of citizens’
personal data and privacy on the one hand, and on the pace of development in the
broader field of AI technologies on the other: research, development and applica-
tion and the comparative advantages and disadvantages vis-à-vis other regions and
global centres of AI technology development.

As technologies need to be accepted by society in order to be adopted, advance-
ments as described in this chapter are not exclusively technical ones, but need to
be accompanied by progress from the humanities. Multi-disciplinary approaches, as
demonstrated by the rise of the digital humanities, may prove advantageous also
in these scenarios. As systems become natural companions, the fields of psychol-
ogy, neuroscience and philosophy bring new aspects and visions to the agenda and
inspire novel approaches. Fear and anxieties generated by overly aggressive mar-
keting, science-fiction and disinformation need to be met with prudent transparency,
adequate management of expectations and accompanying policy measures. An inclu-
sive approach akin to making ST (and AI) visible, transparent and understandable to
a larger public – a kind of AI-literacy in the sense of media-literacy – may be a strong
supporting topic for all the above-mentioned domains. People have always tended to
humanise machines. Powerful systems formed by the combination and integration of
technologies and components described above may effectively be attributed human-
like qualities and personhood by their users. Ethical aspects of such interaction must
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be addressed in parallel with technological progress. Transparency (e. g., chatbots
introducing themselves as machines) and openness are among the key factors to be
considered when leaving users a freedom of choice rather than imposing technology
on them. This certainly reaches far beyond ST but rather concerns AI in general.
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